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The present report contains the User Manual of the FZR version of the d y I I d ~  binary- 
collision computer simulation code TFUDYN. The present version of the code is based on 
TRIDYN Vs. 4.0 by W.Möller and WIEckstein, Department of Surface Physics, M=- 
Planck Institute of Plasma Physics, Boltmnannstrsße 2, 85748 Garching, Germsiny (19893. 
Modifications, in particular for PC irnplementation, quasi-dynamic diiplay and the input 
dialog have been performed at the Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materid R e c h  
by V.Kharlamov, TSchwieger, KPosselt, and W.Möller (1995-2001). 



General remarks 

TRIDYN simulates the dynamic change of thickness andor composition of multicomponent 
targets during high-dose ion implantation or ion-beam-assisted deposition. It is based on TRlM, 
using the binary collision approximation @CA) model for ballistic transport. 

The main fields of application of TRIDYN include high fluence ion implantation, ion beam 
synthesis, sputtering and ion mixing of polyatomic solids, ion-beam or plasma assisted 
deposition of thin f i lm, and ion-beam or plasma assisted etching. 

Ballistic effects such as projectile deposition and reflection, sputtering, and ion mixing are 
computed for a target at zero-temperature. Radiation damage is not taken into account. The 
target and the grown layers are assumed to be amorphous. Each simulated projectile 
("pseudoprojectile") represents a physical increment of incident fluence (incident particles per 
unit area). Up to 5 different atomic species in the target W o r  in the beam may be considered, 
with different energies and angles of incidence for the beam components. Initially 
homogeneous as well as initially inhomogeneous and layered targets may be treated. 

TRTDYN allows to calculate the depth profiles of all atomic species in the target as function of 
the incident fluence. Additionally, sputtering yields, total areal densities, surface concentrations 
and re-emitted arnounts are calculated as function of fluence, as well as the surface erosion 
(when sputtering prevails) or the grown layer thickness (in the deposition regime) 

The physical background of TRIDYN is described in the Papers given in the refs. 1 4 .  A simple 
diffusion procedure, which is described in this manual, can be included in addition to ballistic: 
transport of atoms. 

TRJDYN Covers only non-thermal processes. Due to the binary collision approximation, its 
lower energy limit is in the order of 10 eV. Nevertheless, experience shows that also collisiond 
processes with slightly lower characteristic energies, such as sputtenng, are predicted quite 
accurately. The upper energy limit is given by feasible times of computation, Neveaheless, 
TRIDYN is less suitable for energies in the MeV range and above. (It does not contdn a 
collision frequency reduction such as in TRlM for higher energies.) 



The following files are available to run TRIDYN-FZR: 

input.f and input.exe - source code and dialog program for preparing the input files 
elemenhdat - file containing atomic data of the elements 
tridynfzr.f and tridynfzr.exe - source code and executable program 

Running the Programme (under MS-DOS Window) 

Ster, 1: Creatine Standard Input Files 

Dialog using the program input.exe, Cornmand: input. exe 
Creates namexxxx.IN and optionally narnexxxx.LAY. 

Note! For all questions "(Yes/No?)", the "Yes" answer can be chosen by small or capital "Y" or by 
pressing the "Enter" button, and the answer "No" can be chosen by small or capital " N .  

Input of parameters for beam and target components 

At first, the name of the run to be performed (4 ASClI characters, example: AlN5) is prompted. 
The file "name~xxx.IN'~ will contain all necessary input information excluding the target 
structure information in the case of an inhomogeneous target. Then, prompts for the beam 
components, their energies and angles of incidence, fractions in the beam, maximurm possible 
fractions in the target, energy parameters (bulk binding energies, surface binding energies), and 
atomic volumes appear. During the input of energy and atomic volume parameters, the values 
for pure elements from the file "elements.dat7' are proposed, If the maximum target fraction of 
any component is Set to less then 100 %, a "diffusion" model can be chosen, with "Yes" for 
diffusion of excess atoms to the nearest depth interval with an atomic fraction less than the 
maximum one, and "No" for reemission of excess atoms. Subsequently, target components and 
their parameters are prompted. 

Input of calculation and targetparameters 

Target thickness, and the thickness for dynamic simulation (in which the d y n d ~  change of 
target composition is considered), and the number of depth intervals within the range for 
dynamic simulation are prornpted, followed by the target structure. Two different types of 
inputs for the initial target structure are possible: 

Homo~eneous tar~et: The whole initial target is considered as homogeneous, The fractions of 
components from the first part of the dialog are used. After that the dinlog progrm is finished. 

Inhomo~eneous taxet from a fie: This option allows the use of a taget stmcture oibtahed by -a 
previous calculation. The name of the output file namePRxx;DA"f of the previous ~dcufation, 
which contains the depth profiles of the atomic components is prompted. This file m t  be in 
the cunent directory. From this, the input file "namexxxx~'f;Ar' Is cmated. Be carem with 
this optionl In any case Ehe number of ion beam and target componene and their strquence 
must be the same as in the previous calixilation, E necessary a bem component can be 
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"switched off" by setting its fraction in the beam to Zero. Check that the depth for dynamic 
simulation, the number and width of depth intervals and other parameters are the Same as in the 
previoius simulation. 

General Note! Not all parameters of the simulation are prompted during the input dialog. 
Some of the default parameters of the standard input file "namexxxx.IN" are not optimized for 
an efficient simulation. See notes below for an appropriate choice of all input parameters, 
which can be adjusted by editing the standard input file. For example, the standard choice of 
the cutoff energies is always on the safe side, but will generally cause unnecessarily long 
computing times. Moreover, it is often inconvenient to use the input dialog program repeatedly, 
such as in the case of performing a series of calculations with similar parameters. Therefore, 
the input file "namexxxx.IN" should preferably be edited directly, once it is available. 

Step 2: Running the Simulation 

The foillowing input files are necessary for starting the simulation (see above): 
a) in ithe case of a homogeneous target : "namex~xx.IN'~ (e.g. AlN5xxxx.IN) 
b) in the case of a inhomogeneous target: "namex~xx.IN'~ (e,g. AlN5xxxx.IN) and 

"narnexxxx.LAY" (e.g. AlN5xxxx.LAY) 
Run of the simulation code tridynfzr.exe: Cornmand: tridynfzr. exe < namexxa. IN 
(Example: tridynfzr.exe < AlN5xxxx.IN) 
During the run infonnation about the status of the calculation appears on the screen. 

Input Data 

The input file "narnexrwr.IN" contains the following variables: 

Line 1: namexxxx.lN 
Line 2: PPLOT 
Line 3: IFOUT 
Line 4: W, IDOUT, IQOUT, NCP, IDREL, IQO, IRCO, IRAND, JCP1, JCP2, JFRP, JNRM 
Line 5: FXC, INEL, IWC, IDIEF 
Line 6: TT, ?TDYN, NQX, DSF, IQXN, IQXX, IMCP 
Line 7: ZZ(l), M(1), BE(l), ED(l), EF(l), QU(l), DNSO(l), CK(1) 
Line 8: E0(1), ALPHAO(l), QUBEAM(l), QUMAX(l), SBV(1, I),.. .,SBV(l ,NCP) 
Line 9: 2S(2), M(2), BE(2), ED(2), EF(2), QU(2), DNS0(2), CK(2) 
Line 10: E0(2), DHAO(2),  QUBEAM(2), QUMAX(2), SBV(2,1), ..., SBV(2,NCP) 
Line 11: ... 

The names used above are the same as in the TRIDYN_FZR source code. 



Name of 
variable 

lamexxxx.IN 

'PLOT 

NCP 

P- - P 

Description Parameter range or meaning 
Default settings 

he name of input file. The first Part "name" consist of 4 ASCIl 
mrt ("name") is used for the characters 
:reation of all output files 

lecides whether plots with Plots appear: y 
ntermediate results of the I  lots do not appear: n 
iimulation appear in a separate 
window after each 20% Progress of 
he calculation 

he number of pseudoprojectile Integer, OdFOUT<NHS 
listories after which the status Default: IFOUT=NH/20 
nessages appear on the screen 

.otal number of pseudoprojectiles Integer; NH>O 

:he number of pseudoprojectile Integer; OdDOUT<NH; 
listories after which integral data Default: ] D O U T = ~  
:files nameSRFC.DAT, ... - see 
3elow) are written 

the number of pseudoprojectile Integer; NHl706QOUT<NH, 
kstories after which the profile Default: IQOUT=W~ 
mtput files namePRxx.DAT are 
rreated I 

relaxation 

with number 2 JNF&l (only 



see below) 

FLC total fluence of all projectiles 
(10~~1cm~) 

index for model of inelastic 
interaction 

IWC maximum order of weak 
projectile-target collisions 

IDIFF index of "diffusion" model for 

DSF 

atoms exceeding maximum atomic 
fraction (see QUMAX below) 

target thickness (A) 

depth range for dynamic 
simulation (A) 
nurnber of depth intervals within 
depth for dynamic simulation 

averaging depth for surface 
composition (A) 

profile output only for depth 
intervals with numbers between 
IQXN arid IQXX 

Number of component for 
calculation of the moments of the 
depth distribution (no output in 
present version) 

atomic number of component 
number I 

mass (in a.m.u.) of component 
number I 

bdk binding energy of component 
number I (eV) 

refocation threshold energy of 
component number I (eV) 

cut off energy (eV) (atom with 
energy falling below &iis value is 
considered to be stopped); 

fraction of component nurnber I in 
the target (substirate); 

Real; FLC>O 

Integer: 1, 2, 3; Default: 1 (1 - inelastic 
interaction nonlocal; 2 - local; 3 - 
equipartition) 

Integer: 1,2,3 ; Default: 1 

Integer: 0, 1; (0 - diffusion and 
reernission; 1 - reemission) 

Real; TTDYN>O 

Integer; 100%QXS500 

Real; OSDSFSITDYN 

Integer; 013[QXN5IQXX., 1IIQXXSNQX 
Default: IQXN=O, IQXX=NQX (if 
IQXN=O - output for all intervals) 

Integer; OIIMCP55; Default: 0 (if 
MCP=O - no moment calculation) 

integer value in real format; lSZZ(1) 192 

Real; M(I)>O 

Real; BE070 

Real; ED@>o 

Real; EF@>O; Default: 0.1 1 
Ze*, OSQUO 51; (For beam mmponent 
iefauit: 0) 



electronic stopping conection 
factor 

incident energy of component 
number I (ev) 

angle of incidence of component 
number I with respect to the 
surface normal 

fraction of component number I in 
the beam 

maximum fraction of component 
number I in the target 

surface binding energy matrix for 
component number I with respeci 

, to surface component number J 
(J=l , NCP) (eV) 

Real; CK(I)>O; Default: 1 

Real; EO(I)20 

Real; OIAI19H.O 590 

Real; OIQUBEAM51 (For target 
component QUBEAM(I)=O) 

Real; OSQUMAXO IQUO 

Real; Default: SBV@,J) are qua1 for all 
components J 

The default values are recommended to be used for all variables which are not prornpted 
during the input dialog. 



Choice of Input Parameters - Hints and Formulas 

1. Target Intervals and Thickness 

The thickness of the initially equidistant depth intervals, which is equal to 
TTDYNINQX, should be small enough to allow for a sufficient resolution within the 
depth range of interest. However, too thin intervals might result in an artificial 
broadening due to the algorithm of interval splitting and combination. A choice below 
about 2 A is not meaningful in view of the typical atomic distances. The stability of the 
results against the interval thickness should always be checked. 

The range of dynamic relaxation, TTDYN, may be larger than the taget thickness, TT. 
This is helpful, if the modification (e.g. ion mixing) of a thin layer by a high-energy ion 
beam, with a range much larger than the depth range of interest, shall be simulated. In 
this way, the high-energy pseudoprojectile is suppressed after the Passage through TT, 
saving computer time, and the depth range of interest can be resolved sufficiently. 

2. Total Fluence and Number of Pseudoproiectiles 

Mostly, one will aim at reducing computer time by reducing the number of pseudoprojectile 
histories at a given total fluence. However, the statistical quality and the precision of the results 
is deteriorated simultaneously. A fluence increment of 1012 ~ r n - ~  per pseudoprojectile (e.g., 
10000 pseudoprojectiles ait a total fluence of 1016 ~ m - ~ )  is normally a reasonable initial choice. 
The statistical quality can be checked after the tennination of the run by means of the output 
quantity MAXCHA (see below). The stability of the results against a variation of NQX should 
be checked. 

3. Energv Parameters 

TRIM, and conespondingly TRIDYN, are BCA simulations with only a repulsive interaction 
potential. Therefore, in contrast to classical dynamics simulations, "solid state" energy 
parameters have to be defined additionally. 

As a general remark, the energy parameters should not be rnisused as fitting parameters, e.g. in 
order to reproduce experimental values. They should rather be chosen according to the best 
knowledge and according Ito TRJM and TRlDYN conventions as described in the following. 

3.1 Cutoff Energy 

The cutoff energies, EI?@), detennine the energy at which any pseudoparticle (projectile or 
atom in a collision cascade) is stopped. Obviously, very long computation times result from 
very low cutoff energies, so that these should be chosen as high as possible. The upper limits 
depend on the problem itself. For exarnple, if a high-energy deposition profile (as, e-g., for 
MeV ion beam synthesis where sputtenng is negllgible) shall be simulated, a very high cutoff 
energy (same.tiimes up to several keV) can be chosen, being only limited by the artificial 
distaaion of the resulting profile at a too high cutoff energy. In general, the choice of the cutoff 
energies must be consistent with the characteristic energies of the governing processes. For 



example, if sputtering is to be treated correctly, the cutoff energies of the target components 
must be equal or less than the surface binding energies SBE(1) (See below), so that the surface 
binding energies are a good choice also for the cutoff energies. in order to further reduce the 
computer time for certain problems, it may be adequate to increase the cutoff energy of a 
projectile according to the energy transfer to the target atoms, resulting in 

(mproj + mtmget )' 
EFproj = SBE"„ 

'mprojmt arg et 

as, e.g., for gaseous projectiles which are not trapped in the target (See 4.) 

Note! In general, it is not justified to identify the cutoff energies with the displacement 
threshold energies (See 3.4) which are in the order of several 10 eV. This would reduce the 
computing time significantly, but suppress all cascade development below these energies, and 
thus, e.g., result in a drastic underestimation of sputtering. 

3.2 Bulk Binding Energy 

In a BCA simulation, the bulk binding energy, BE@, is subtracted from the energy transfer to 
the recoil atom before it is Set in motion. A well-defined value for this energy is difficult to 
obtain. Therefore, it is often simply Set to zero, with good results, e.g., for sputtering yields if 
other Standard parameters as described here are chosen. It is also known from TRlM experience 
that an increase of the bulk binding energies to up to a few eV requires a corresponding 
decrease of the surface binding energies in order to obtain the Same sputtering yields. It is 
recornrnended to Set the bulk binding energies to the default value of zera. 

3.3 Surface Binding Energy 

The surface binding energies determine critically the sputtering yields. Theoretically, the 
sputtering yield is proportional to the inverse of the surface binding energy. In TRIDMiT* the 
effective surface binding energy of each target component can be chosen in dependence on the 
actual surface composition. With Cj denoting the surface atomic fractions of the target atoms 
(1 sjsNCP, Zcj = 1), the surface binding energy of a surface atom E Is &en by 

with the matrix components SBV, . Eq. (2) includes the simple choice of surface binding 
energies which are independent of the surface cornposition, by the default s ~ t t h g  SBT;Jj = SBEi 
for all components j. 

In the following, recipes of increasing complexity will be givm for tEie c h o k  of the s u r f a ~  
binding energies. 



3.3.1 Neglecting the vrojectile species at the surface 

For some applications, the surface composition of a target does not change significantly during 
the simulation, as, e.g., for high-energy or low-fluence implantations, or inert gas bombardment 
where the gas concentration is neglected (see 4.) In such cases, the choice of the surface 
binding energy of the projectile species is not critical. A reasonable choice is 

3.3.2 Enthalpy of Sublimation 

For the prediction of the sputtering yield of monoatomic substances by TRIM, the choice of the 
sublimation enthalpies AHs for the surface binding energies has proven to be successful. For 
each element the sublimation enthalpy given in the file elements.dat is taken as the default 
value. For multicomponent solids one rnight also choose as the most simple approximation 

SBE, = M&! (4) 

This simple model is also a good approximation for multiatomic targets with low heats of 
fusion, such as metallic alloys. 

SBVü =M,! for all j (5) 

3.3.3 Nonreactive Gaseous Components 

It is often difficult to define the surface binding energy of a nonreactive gaseous component, 
due to the very low and often unknown enthalpy of physisorption. Ideally, on would tend to set 

However, this choice would require consistently low cutoff energies (see 3.1) and result in long 
computing times. A general recipe cannot be given. The stability of the results against the 
choice of the surface binding energy should be checked. 

3.3.4 Solid-Solid Compounds (Constant Surface Binding EnerfvZ 

The following recipes shail be restricted to two-component targets A,B,. With respect to eq. 
(41, a more reaiistic approach is to take into account the heat of formation of a specific 
compound, but still to define surface binding energies being associated to the individual atoms, 
independent of the actual surface composition. Conservation of energy requires 

where AHf denotes the fonnation enthalpy per molecule of the cornpound. E the heat of 
fomation is mall, it dght  simply be added to the enthalpy of sublimation of one of the 
canstituents, e.g., B, This results in 



This formalism may also be employed if Mf is large, but if the surface composition remains 
far from the pure component B. Then, with eq. (8), the surface binding energy of the pure A 
surface is approximately correct, and eq. (7) is fulfilled. Physically, this model is justified, if, 
e.g., preferential sputtering or thin film deposition result in a surface composition between that 
of the stoichiometric compound and an enrichment of the component A. 

Example: Preferential sputtering of TaC by He at keV energies results in an enrichment of Ta at 
the surface. Therefore, the choice of the surface binding energies should be good for the 
compound itself and for the lirnit of a pure Ta surface. With mTa = 8.1 eV, AEPC = 7.41 eV, and 
AHfTaC = 1.54 eV, it is reasonable to set SBETa = SBVTaTa = SBVTnc = SBVTaHte = 8.1 eV, and SBEc = 
SBVm = SBVcc = SBVm = 8.95 eV, and for the projectile component SBEH, = SBV&a = SBVHec = 
SBVHeHe = EFHe = 9 eV (See 3.3.1 and eq. (1)). 

3.3.5 Solid-Gas Compounds Konstant Surface Bindinn Enernv) 

If one of the constituents of the target A,B„ e.g. B, is from a diatomic gas, its enthalpy of 
dissociation MdiSS has to be taken into account. Then, in analogy to eq. (7) 

As the gaseous component will normally not be enriched significantly, a proper choice is 

SBE, = SBV, = SBV„ = hHi 

I 1 (10) 
SBEB =SBVBA =SBVBB =-Mf +-Mas 

m 2 

Example: During the ion bearn synthesis of Si& by nitrogen bombardment of silicon the 
surface stoichiometry remains between pure Si and the stoichiometric 54N4 compound. With 
ARsi = 4.7 eV, LWd'"„ = 9.85 eV, and AHfW = 7.8 eV, one obtains S m s i  = SBVsisi = SBVsN = 
4.7 eV, and SBEN = S B V ,  = SBVNN = 6.95 eV. 

In some cases, an atomization enthalpy AHa per atom of the gaseous component can be found in 
the literature (see, e.g. ref. 5). Then 

SBE, = SBVBA = SBVBB = AHB (1 1) 

This is strictly valid only if the deviation of the surface composition from stoiehiometry is 
small. 

3.3.6 Solid-Solid Comuounds (Variable Surface Bindinrr Enerav) 

For a diatomic compound AB,,, , eq. (2) reads 

SBE, =SBV, -C, +SBT/ ,  +C* 

SBEB = SBVAB . C, + SBVBB - C, 



Physically, the matrix elements SBV, denote the interaction energies between atoms i and j. 
Therefore, SBKj = SBQi has been assumed. For a solid-solid compound, they are related to the 
enthalpies of formation and sublimation, and D, respectively. For CA = 1 and C,  = 0 and 
vice versa, the pure components A or B are given, so that 

SBV, = AHA 

The combination of eqs. (7,12,13) yields for the stoichiometric compound with cA = n/(n+m) 
and C, = m/(a+m) 

Compared to eq. (8), eqs. (13,14) are of better syrnrnetry and thus more rigorous, but still only 
valid if the deviation from the stoichiometric compound is not too strong. Alternatively, by 
setting C, = 0 and Ca = 1 in eq. (12 top) or vice versa in eq. (12 bottom), the non-diagonal 
matrix elements may be identified with the sorption energy of A on the elemental B surface, 
and vice versa, which are not symmetric in general. Then 

SBV, = AH" 

where MIP, denotes the sorption enthalpy of atom i on the elemental surface j. 
Unfortunately, the sorption enthalpies are not readily available in literature, so one will 
generally prefer the approach of eq. (14), except when treating specific problems of surface 
physics. 

3.3.7 Solid-Gas Compounds Nariable Surface Binding Eneray) 

If in a diatomic compound AJ%, one of the components is from a diatomic gas, e.g., B, one may 
neglect any interaction of B atoms in the surface. (Otherwise, they would react and form a 
volatile mdecule.) Therefore 

fn analogy to 3.3.6, the combination of eqs. (9,12,15) yields for the stoichiometric compound 

h s u m q 2  the rnatnx Eomufation far the surface binding energes (q. (2)) allows a large 
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variety of different models for the surface binding as discussed in 3.3.1-3.3.7. Sirnilar 
formalisms can be derived for more than two components. Other models might be appropriate 
for specific problems. 

3.4 Relocation Threshold Energy, Subthreshold Recoils 

The relocation of recoils is steered by the recoil index IRCO and the relocation threshold 
energies ED(1). The relocation threshold critically determines the amount of ion mixing, but 
also the shape of compositional profiles resulting from low-energy implantation andor 
preferential sputtering. The width of collisional rnixing profiles scales as ED-I". 

The conventional model assumes that a Frenkel pair can only be fonned if the interstitial atom 
is relocated far enough from its original lattice site, corresponding to a minimum energy 
transfer when it is created. This rninimum energy transfer is denoted as the displacement 
threshold energy, which is in the order of several 10 eV. This model can be implemented by 
identifying the relocation threshold energies with the displacement threshold energies, and 
setting subthreshold recoils "bound with IRCOS. (In the simulation, this causes all recoil 
atoms to be followed down to their cutoff energy, but to be restored at their original sites after 
cutoff, provided their initial energy had been below the relocation threshold energy. In this way, 
in the subthreshold regime only mass transport is suppressed, whereas cascade evolution and 
momentum transport are maintained. Thus, e.g., sputtering is not influenced by the choice of 
the relocation threshold.) 

It should be noted that the concept of a displacement threshold is strictly valid only for a 
perfect and nondarnaged crystal. In an amorphous substance or in a solid being subjected to 
high-fluence ion bombardment (which is the standard application of a TRTDYN simulation), 
relocation thresholds might be significantly lower. Well-based data cannot be given. However, 
according to experience with, ion mixing and preferential sputtering simulations and their 
comparison to experimental findings, a relocation threshold energy of 8 eV has turn4 out to be 
successful in a number of different systems, such as metallic compounds at low temperature 
and oxides, so that this value is recomrnended. 

For each element the relocation threshold energy given in the file elements.dat is taken as the 
defaul t value. 

The "free" subthreshold recoil option (JRCO<O) gives additional flexibility* h &is case, di 
recoils remain at the position where the cutoff energy is reached, Thus, the cutoff energies (see 
3. I) serve as efficient relocation thresholds. Then, the disglacement threshold energies can be 
chosen independently, with corresponding results in the "static" output file (sec below). 

Nute! With the "free" subthreshold recoil option @CO<O), make sure that sprittering !s not 
influenced by the choice of cxcessively high cutoff energies. 

4. Maximum Concentration, Reemission, Sim~lified "Diusion" Model 

For each component, a maximum atomic fraction cm be defined by QWä56:@), ThIs is of 
particular interest if gaseous species are involved. 



4.1 Nonreactive Gas Implantation 

An implantation of nonreactive gaseous atoms is often limited by a saturation in the implanted 
region, which often depends on the implantation temperature. Physically, sizeable amounts of 
gas reside in gas-filled voids. If the saturation concentration is known from experiment, it can 
be inserted into the TRlDYN simulation. If it is not known, it is preferred to fully ignore the 
implanted species (such as for ion mixing, preferential sputtering and nonreactive ion-assisted 
deposition) using QUMAX = 0. The opposite case of an unlimited implantation (QUMAX = 1) 
is problematic for several reasons: In addition to an unrealistically high gas incorporation, a 
large fraction of the collisional energy will be transfen-ed to the gaseous component, thus 
reducing, e.g., the sputtering yields of the other components. 

4.2 Solid-Gas Compound 

In a solid-gas compound, the atomic fraction of the gaseous component is often limited to a 
value close to the stoichiometric fraction. Excess gas atoms behave similarly to nonreactive 
gases (see 4.1). Therefore, if not known better, the maximum atomic fraction should be chosen 
equal to the stoichiometric value. 

Example: For the implantation of nitrogen into silicon with the stoichiometric compound 
Si$,$, & U m i  = 1, &UM& = 0.571. 

If an additional gas take-up, such as in gas-filled voids, is known from experiment, QUMAX 
may be increased correspondingly. 

4.3 Excess Atoms 

Using the parameter IDIFF, there are two possibilities to steer the behavior of atoms whose 
concentration exceeds the maximum atomic fraction QUMAX. The simplest choice is to 
discard them (iDIFF = l), which corresponds physically to a direct reemission into the vacuum. 
Alternatively, a simple "diffusion" model can be employed (IDIFF = 0). In this case, excess 
atoms are moved from their original depth interval to the nearest interval with a concentration 
of this species below QUIWAX, within the dynamic range TTDYN. If the concentration is 
QUMAX in all depth intervals, the excess atoms are reemitted. 

Note! The simple diffusion picture is realistic only for some specific Systems, such as the 
fomatisn of a buried oxide in silicon by oxygen irnplantation. It is not appropriate for a 
conresponding fonnation of a buried nitride. This indicates that any generalization of the simple 
diffusion model is not justified. 

For monoatomic materiais the atomic densities of the pure element can be used. The 
corresponding atomic vu1umes are taken from the file efements.dat. In the case of compound 
materials, TRTDW cdculates the locd total atomic density DNS linearly from the atomic 
densities of the In&vidual components DNSO according to 



Similar to the choice of surface binding energies (see 3.3), in dependence on the actual 
problem it has to be decided which limiting cases shall be reproduced correctly. 

In a solid-solid compound with little chemical interaction, the choice of the pure element 
atomic densities for DNSO(1) trivially reproduces the atomic densities of the pure elements and 
yields a good approximation for the whole range of concentrations. 

In a highly covalent solid-solid compound or in a solid-gas compound, normally the density of 
the stoichiometric compound and that of one of the constituents should be reproduced 
correctly. (In a solid-gas compound, the atomic density of the pure gaseous component is ill- 
defined, anyway.) 

Again, the following recipe shall be restricted to a two-component compound AnB,,,. Starting 
from the mass density p, of the "principal" component A (the nongaseous component or the 
component for which the pure elemental density shall be reproduced correctly), and the mass 
density of the compound PM,,,, the corresponding atornic densities are 

with L denoting Avogadro's number and M the atomic masses. Then, the atomic density sf the 
non-principal component is calculated from eq. (1 8) according to 

-- 
m DNSO, 

Due to the definition of pseudoprojectiles which represent increments of fluence, i.e. atoms per 
unit area, the natural depth scale of TRlDYN is an areal density, with each depth intental given 
by the total number of atoms per unit area in this interval. For the resulting depth profiles, 
geometrical depths are calculated by dividing the areal density of each depth interval by its total 
atomic density according to eq. (1 8). 

Examvle: The ion-beam assisted deposition of Ta@, by tantalum evaporation arid oxygen lari 
bombardment shall be simulated. Obviously, the principd component is tantaium witb &, = 
16.6 g/cm3 and MT= = 180.95 g/mole, and according to eq, (191, DNSOTd = CS.5311@ CF& 

Similarly, for the compound, fidO5= 7.5 g/cd and Mo = 16.0 ghole, and accoraing to @Q), 
DNSO,„ = 7.16~1'i02~ ~ m - ~ .  From this and eq. (21), the i q u t  atoIEllc density for the axygen 
component results as DNSO, = 8.11 -1'i022cm'3. 

Iior the bombardrnent with inert gas atoms, their incorporation might cause a swelBng of rhe 
material, due to high-pressure gas-filled voids. The density of the gras within fhese bub231e.s ;ind 
their volume fraction are mostly unknown. Therefore, one m&ht sim& discard the sweJlI!ng by 



i.e., numerically DNSOInedm > 1e8 ~ m - ~ .  In this way, the presence of the gaseous component is 
neglected for the depth scale calculation, but not for the development of the collision cascades 
(unless QUMAX = 0 for the inert gas - See 4.) 

Examule: A TaC surface is bombarded with He. Du to the more efficient momentum transfer, 
carbon will be sputtered preferentially, so that tantalum is chosen as the principal component. 
Any swelling by incorporated helium shall be neglected. With fia = 16.6 g/cm3 and MTa = 
180.95 g/mole, DNSOTa = 5.53.1022cm" according to eq. (19). Similarly, for the compound, with 
fiac = 13.9 g/cm3 and Mc = 12.0 g/mole, and, DNSO,,, = 8.68.1022 cm" according to eq. (20). 
From eq. (21), DNSOc = 2.02 *je3 cmi7 and, according to eq. (22), DNSO,, = l P O  cm-j. 

Note! For compounds with a very high atomic density, the atomic density of the non-principal 
component may become negative according to eq. (21). This represents no problem for the 
processing in TRTDYN. 

6. Incident Energies 

6.1 Molecular Bombardment 

In many cases, such as for molecular ion implantation or in the case of plasma-enhanced 
chemical vapour deposition, the incident species are molecules, e.g., AB,. For each of the 
constituents, the beam fractions QUBEAMO and the incident energies EO(I) have to be 
defined consistently. For incident energies being sufficiently large compared the molecular 
binding energies, surface collisions will cause an immediate dissociation of the incident 
molecule. Then, the incident energy EOmm of the molecule is distributed according to the 
atomic masses MA and M„ resulting in 

EO, = M ,  
nM, + mMB . 

Examule: - For the plasma etching of silicon, CF3+ ions may represent a major species. For a 
substrate bias of 500 V corresponding to an incident ion energy of EOCm = 500 eV, eq. (23) 
yields with Mic= 12 g/moZe and MF = 19 g/mole EOc = 87 eVand EOF = 138 eV. 

6.2 Thermal Neutrals and Low-Energy Ions 

Often, Ehe incident fiux consists of ions and neutral particles at thermal energies, such as in lon- 
assisted deposition or plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Such species can be treated 
in 334 by setting 



AS stated above, the treatment of the collisional processes in TRZDYN is problematic for very 
low ion energies (about 30 eV and below). Nevertheless, the low-energy incident particles will 
be correctly deposited at the surface. 

The User should be aware of the fact that each incident pseudoparticle is accelerated by the 
surface binding energy SBE(1) before entering the solid. 



output 

TRIDYN provides the following output files: 

Description 

Depth profiles of the components for given 
values of the incident fluence. 

Default: xx = 00,01,02,03,04,05, i.e.an 
output file is created at the beginning 
of the simulation and after each fluence 
increment of 20 % of the total fluence 

Surface composition (within the averaging 
depth DSF) as function of incident fluence 
(Default cf. 1)) 

Integrated areal densities of the component! 
(within TTDYN) as function of the inciden 
fluence (Default cf. 1)) 
Sputtering yields of the components as 
function of the incident fluence 
@efault cf. 1)) 

~ccumulated reemitted fluence as function oj 
the incident fluence 
(Defauls cf. 1)) 

Suface recession as function of incident 
fluence. A negative surface recession 
corresponds to a thin film deposition 
Pefault cf. 1)) 

Output iisting (input datzr, statistics, particlt 
bdances, "static" projectile (component : 
ody) and energy deposition profilm (sec 
reqark given belöw) 

Name I ~ x a m i l e  

In tfie oittput Eisting (# 71, the lines given befow the h e s  denoted by "areal densities and 
fIuencas" sboutd in general be ignored for a d y n d c  TRICDYN run. They eontain infonnation 
on depeh and energy depasition profiles as well radiation damage in a simple KincIiin-Pese 
model, integrated over thc: whole mn. However, in staaIc mode @>E!kO) ,  the simulation 
co~espands to a standafd simuiagon wi& rihis output. 



Test of the statistical crualitv and precision of the results using the parameter MAXCHA 

The output listing (file nameOUT.DAT) contains the parameter MAXCHA. For results with 
sufficient statistical quality and precision MAXCHA should be less than 0.05! An increase 
of the number of pseudoparticles NH and a reduction of the total fluence FLC result in a 
decrease of MAXCHA. 

Error messages 

During the simulation the error messages are written on the screen and into the output listing 
(file nameOUT.DAT) if certain program Parameters were not chosen properly. Some of the 
errors can stop the program before the regular end of simulation. The following error messages 
may occur: 

1) "Projectile (recoils) range exceeds dynamic composition range. Increase TTDYN 

This message appears when the projectile or a recoil went out of the limit of dynamic 
composition range. The simulation is stopped after the accumulation of a definite number 
(default: 5 % of the number of projectiles) of such events. The depth of dynamic simulation 
should be increased to avoid this problem. 

2) "Depth intewal completely depleted. Decrease FLC or increase NH" 

This message appears if the change of the composition induced by a projectile in a ceriain 
depth interval is so high, that the interval is completely depleted. The simulation is stopped 
after accumulation of a definite number (default: 1 % of the number of projectiles) of such 
events. The problem can be avoided by decreasing of total fluence or by increasing the number 
of ion histories (pseudoprojectiles). 

3) "Deposited depth is larger than dynamic depth range. Output profile might be in e r m .  
Increase TTDYN (and NQX)" 

Decrease the total fluence or increase the depth for dynamic simulation (and number of 
intervals if the Same depth interval is required) to avoid this problem. 

4) "Recoil Storage capacity exceeded" 
The total number of recoils for each projectile is limited by a definite number (defau1t: 2CM)OO). 
If this limit is exceeded (this occurs only for very high ion energies) the program is stopped, 
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